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Legal Tech and the Litigation Playing Field

David Freeman Engstrom and Nora Freeman Engstrom

It’s well known that, in US civil litigation, the haves come out ahead.1 For a slew of
reasons – including their ready access to specialists, low start-up costs, and ability to
play for rules (not just immediate wins) – well-heeled, repeat-play litigants tend to
fare better than their one-shot opponents.
But look closely at data, and it seems that the tilt of the civil justice system may be

getting steeper. In 1985, the plaintiff win rate in civil cases litigated to judgment in
federal court was a more-than-respectable 70 percent. In recent decades, that figure
has hovered at or below 40 percent.2 Meanwhile, there’s state-level evidence that
when plaintiffs win, they recover less. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics,
the median jury award in state court civil cases was $72,000 in 1992 but only $43,000
in 2005 – a drop (in inflation-adjusted dollars) of 40.3 percent.3

The composition of the country’s civil dockets is also telling – and increasingly
skewed. Among civil cases, debt collection claims, which typically feature a repeat-
play debt collector against a one-shot debtor, are on the rise. According to Pew
Charitable Trusts: “From 1993 to 2013, the number of debt collection suits more
than doubled nationwide, from less than 1.7 million to about 4 million, and
consumed a growing share of civil dockets, rising from an estimated 1 in 9 civil
cases to 1 in 4.”4 By contrast, tort cases – the prototypical claim that pits a one-shot

1 Marc Galanter,Why the Haves Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change,
9 Law & Soc’y Rev. 95 (1974); Albert Yoon, The Importance of Litigant Wealth, 59 DePaul

L. Rev. 649 (2010).
2 Alexandra D. Lahav & Peter Siegelman, The Curious Incident of the Falling Win Rate:

Individual vs System-Level Justification and the Rule of Law, 52 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1371 (2019).
3

Lynn Langton & Thomas H. Cohen, Bureau of Just. Stats., Civil Bench and Jury

Trials in State Courts, 2005, at 10 (2009), https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/cbjtsc05.pdf
(reporting trial data from the seventy-five most populous counties).

4

Pew Charitable Trs.,HowDebt Collectors Are Transforming the Business of State

Courts (2020), https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2020/05/how-debt-
collectors-are-transforming-the-business-of-state-courts.
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individual plaintiff against a repeat-play (corporate or governmental) defendant – are
falling fast. Personal injury actions accounted for roughly 20 percent of state civil
caseloads in the mid-1980s.5 Now they make up a measly 4 percent.6

What might explain these trends? Possible culprits are many. Some of the tilt
might be explained by shifts in the composition of case flows, toward cases where
plaintiffs tend to fare poorly (prisoner rights litigation, for example).7 Changes in
state and federal judiciaries – perhaps part and parcel of increasingly politicized state
and federal judicial selection processes – might also matter. Souring in juror
sentiment – traceable to the public’s relentless exposure to tales of “jackpot justice”
and frivolous claiming – has played a role.8 And judges’ day-to-day conduct has
changed. Embracing “managerial judging,” judges oversee trials differently than
they did in days of yore, and there are hints that certain types of hands-on interven-
tion – time limits, bifurcation, and restrictions on voir dire – might have a pro-
defendant cast.9

Beyond this menu of possibilities, more cases than ever are now being formally
resolved, not through trial, but through pre-trial adjudications – and this tends to
benefit defendants. Following the Supreme Court’s creation of a plausibility stand-
ard in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and Ashcroft v. Iqbal, motions to dismiss are on
the rise.10 Adjudication via Rule 56 has also trended upward. In 1975, more than
twice as many cases were resolved by trial as were resolved by summary judgment.11

Now the ratio of cases resolved in federal courts by summary judgment versus trial is
heavily skewed toward the former, perhaps on the order of six-to-one.12

Finally, substantive law has become less congenial to plaintiffs. At the federal
level, the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act and the Prison Litigation Reform
Act, among others, make life harder for plaintiffs.13 Alongside Congress, the

5 Joe Palazzolo, We Won’t See You in Court: The Era of Tort Lawsuits Is Waning, Wall St. J.
(July 24, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/we-wont-see-you-in-court-the-era-of-tort-lawsuits-is-
waning-1500930572.

6

Ct. Stats. Project, State Court Caseload Digest: 2018 Data 10 (2020), https://www
.courtstatistics.org/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/40820/2018-Digest.pdf.

7 See Lahav & Siegelman, The Curious Incident of the Falling Win Rate, at 1374.
8 See generally Stephen Daniels & Joanne Martin, Tort Reform, Plaintiffs’ Lawyers,

and Access to Justice (2015); William Haltom & Michael McCann, Distorting the

Law: Politics, Media, and the Litigation Crisis (2004).
9 For how certain managerial activities might benefit defendants, see Nora Freeman Engstrom,

The Diminished Trial, 86 Fordham L. Rev. 2131, 2146 (2018); Nora Freeman Engstrom, The
Lessons of Lone Pine, 129 Yale L.J. 2, 62–65 (2019); Elizabeth G. Thornburg, The Managerial
Judge Goes to Trial, 44 U. Rich. L. Rev. 1261, 1306–7 (2010).

10 Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550U.S. 544 (2007); Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556U.S. 662 (2009). On
effects, see Theodore Eisenberg & Kevin M. Clermont, Plaintiphobia in the Supreme Court,
100 Cornell L. Rev. 193, 193 (2014).

11 Engstrom, Lessons of Lone Pine, at 68.
12 Id.
13 See generally Stephen B. Burbank & Sean Farhang, Rights and Retrenchment: The

Counterrevolution against Federal Litigation (2017).
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Supreme Court has issued a raft of defendant-friendly decisions – tightening stand-
ing, restricting expert testimony, eliminating aider and abettor liability, expanding
the preemptive effect of regulatory activity, curbing punitive damages, shunting
claims to arbitration, and limiting class certification.14 State legislatures, too, have
enacted significant tort reform measures, including damage caps, restrictions on
contingency fees, alterations to the collateral source rule and joint and several
liability, medical malpractice screening panels, and extensions of statutes of repose.15

Enter legal tech. Surveying this altered civil justice ecosystem, some suggest that
legal tech can be a savior and great leveler, with the capacity to “democratize”
litigation and put litigation’s haves and have-nots on a more equal footing.16 It can
do this, say its champions, by empowering smaller firms and solo practitioners to do
battle with their better-financed foes.17 Additionally, legal tech might cut the cost of
legal services, putting lawyers within reach of a wider swath of people, including
those currently priced out of the legal services marketplace.18 Meanwhile, even
when Americans do go it alone, other legal tech advances – including tools that help
write or interpret contracts or resolve low-level consumer disputes – might help
them to enter the litigation arena with more information, and possibly more
leverage, than before.19

We see things differently. We agree that tech tools are coming. We also agree that
some of these tools may pay dividends on both sides of the “v.,” promoting
transparency, efficiency, access, and equity. But other, arguably more powerful,
tools are also here. And many of the most potent are, and are apt to remain,
unevenly distributed. Far from democratizing access to civil justice and leveling
the playing field, the innovation ecosystem will, at least over the near- to medium-
term, confer yet another powerful advantage on the haves. Powerful repeat players,
leveraging their privileged access to data (especially confidential claim-settlement

14 See generally Arthur R. Miller, Simplified Pleading, Meaningful Days in Court, and Trials on
the Merits: Reflections on the Deformation of Federal Procedure, 88 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 286 (2013).

15

Marc A. Franklin et al., Tort Law and Alternatives ch. 12, § B. (11th ed. 2021).
16 See David Freeman Engstrom & Jonah B. Gelbach, Legal Tech, Procedure, and the Future of

Adversarialism, 169 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1001, 1031–41 (2021) (reviewing the debate).
17 See, e.g., Albert H. Yoon, The Post-Modern Lawyer: Technology and the Democratization of

Legal Representation, 66 U. Toronto L.J. 456, 457 (2016); Joseph Raczynski, How Medium-
Sized Law Firms Can Use Legal Tech to Compete with the Big Industry Players, Legal
Insights Eur. (Aug. 10, 2018), https://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.co.uk/blog/2018/08/10/
how-medium-sized-law-firms-can-use-legal-tech-to-compete-with-the-big-industry-players/.

18

William D. Henderson, Legal Market Landscape Report: Commissioned by the State

Bar of California i, 15, 17, 19 (2018) (lamenting law’s “lagging legal productivity” problem
and arguing tech can mitigate the “deteriorating economics of lawyers serving individual
clients”).

19 For a useful overview of legal tech tools serving self-represented litigants, see Rebecca L.

Sandefur, Am. Bar Found., Legal Tech for Non-lawyers: Report of the Survey of

U.S. Legal Technologies (2019), https://www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/cms/docu
ments/report_us_digital_legal_tech_for_nonlawyers.pdf.
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data) and their ability to build the technical know-how necessary to mine and deploy
that data, will propel themselves yet further ahead.

The remainder of this chapter unfolds as follows. To ground our analysis, Section
6.1 canvasses legal tech, not in a hazy distant future, but in the here and now. In
particular, Section 6.1 details three legal tech innovations: (1) the algorithmic e-
discovery tools that fall under the umbrella of technology-assisted review, or TAR;
(2) Colossus, a claim assessment program that, for two decades, has helped the
nation’s largest auto insurers to expeditiously (though controversially) resolve bodily
injury claims; and (3) what we call, for lack of a better term, the Walmart Suite, a
collection of increasingly sophisticated tools developed by tech companies and
BigLaw firms, working in tandem, to rationalize the liability of large corporations
in recurring areas of litigation such as slip-and-falls and employment disputes. All
three AI-powered tools are already in use. And all three hold the potential to affect
the civil justice system in significant (though often invisible) ways.

Section 6.2 steps back to evaluate these innovations’ broader impact. Here, our
assessment of TAR is mixed – and contingent. Fueled by TAR, litigation discovery
may, over time, emerge more transparent, more efficient, and more equitable than
before. This improved equilibrium is by no means assured, and, as we explain
below, bleaker outcomes are also possible. But one can at least glimpse, and argue
about, a range of first- and second-best outcomes, where more relevant documents
are produced, at lower cost, at faster speed, and with less gamesmanship.

Our assessment of Colossus and the Walmart Suite is more dour. Colossus shows
that, using increasingly sophisticated data science tools, repeat players are already
using their tech savvy and their stranglehold on confidential claims data to drive case
settlements downward. With Colossus, insurers are reportedly able to settle auto
accident injury cases for roughly 20 percent less than they did before adopting the
software. Meanwhile, the Walmart Suite shows that well-heeled repeat players are
not just dipping their toes into the litigation waters; they are already in deep – and,
in fact, are already able to settle out unfavorable cases and litigate winners, fueling a
dynamic we call the “litigation of losers.” As strong cases are culled from the system
via early resolution and only the weak proceed to visible, public adjudication, the
litigation of losers threatens to further skew the evolution of damage determinations
and substantive law.

A final Section 6.3 asks how judges, scholars, and policy makers ought to respond.
We consider, and mostly reject, three possible paths forward: reforms to substantive
or procedural law, a broad democratization of data, and “public option” legal tech.
These fixes, we suggest, are facially attractive but ultimately infeasible or unachiev-
able. Instead, absent a softening of partisan gridlock or renewed public appetite for
reform, it is judges, applying ordinary procedural law, who will be the frontline
regulators of a newly digitized litigation ecosystem. And, in classic common law
fashion, they’ll need to make it up as they go, with only a few ill-fitting tools available
to blunt legal tech’s distributive effects.
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6.1 three examples: tar, colossus, and the walmart suite

Despite futurist talk of robo-judges and robo-lawyers, litigation systems have always
been, in an abstract sense, just machines for the production of dispute resolution.
There are inputs (case facts, law) and outputs (judgments, or settlements forged in
their shadow). To that extent, the myriad complex procedures that govern civil
litigation – that sprawling menu of commands, practices, and norms – are, at their
core, just rules that shape the acquisition, exchange, and cost of information as
litigants jockey for advantage.
With this framing in mind, few could deny that legal tech tools will have a

significant effect on the civil justice system. But how, exactly, will the civil justice
system change, in response to the tools’ adoption?
To gain leverage on that question, we offer three real-world examples of a growing

array of legal tech tools that supplement and supplant lawyers’ work: (1) new
algorithmic e-discovery tools that, as already noted, pass under the label of
technology-assisted review, or TAR; (2) Colossus, the go-to claim-pricing tool used
by the nation’s casualty and property insurers; and (3) a cutting-edge set of tools we
dub the Walmart Suite that both generates pleadings and papers and predicts case
outcomes in certain recurring areas of litigation.

6.1.1 Technology-Assisted Review (TAR)

Used by lawyers on both sides of the “v.,” TAR refers to software designed to
streamline and simplify the classification and review of documents, primarily
through the use of machine-learning techniques.
Though TAR tools vary in their construction and algorithmic particulars, most

operate with some human supervision. Virtually all require lawyers to hand-code, or
“label,” a subset of a corpus of documents for relevance or privilege (the “seed set”).
Then, those documents are used to train a machine-learning system to categorize
additional documents. This process is iterative and may repeat over multiple rounds
of labeling and training, until lawyers are satisfied that all documents have been
correctly categorized.20

Even the most basic forms of TAR represent a big leap from its predecessors. Prior
to TAR’s advent, document discovery required lawyers and their non-lawyer staffs to
hunch over bankers’ boxes or filing cabinets, and then, in time, to manually flip
through scanned documents on computer screens, reviewing thousands or even
millions of documents one-by-one.21 Not surprisingly, the cost of this hands-on

20 For an earlier but helpful “pocket guide” to TAR, see Timothy T. Lau & Emery G. Lee III,

Fed. Jud. Ctr., Technology-Assisted Review for Discovery Requests (2017), https://
judicialstudies.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Panel-4_Technology-Assisted_Review_
for_Discovery_Requests.pdf.

21 Seth Katsuya Endo, Technological Opacity & Procedural Injustice, 59 B.C. L. Rev. 821, 837 (2018).
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review was exorbitant; in 2000, it was estimated that discovery accounted for as
much as one-third to one-half of total costs where discovery was actively conducted,
and perhaps significantly more in large-scale litigations.22

In the early aughts, both keyword searches and outsourcing came to the fore to
address some of the above. But neither proved wholly satisfactory. Keyword search-
ing enabled parties to cut costs by restricting manual review to only those documents
containing specific keywords, but search yields were worryingly incomplete.23

Outsourcing – the move to send discovery to less-expensive contract lawyers in
out-of-the-way US cities or abroad – was similarly fraught. Supervision was difficult;
parties fretted about conflicts, confidentiality, and rules of multijurisdictional prac-
tice; and quality was wanting.24

As against those halfway innovations, TAR’s advantages are profound. Estimates of
TAR’s efficacy vary and are hotly contested, but the general view is that imple-
mented well – and this is a key qualifier – TAR systems are as good as manual, eyes-
on review in terms of recall (i.e., the proportion of relevant documents in the total
pool of documents that are accurately identified as relevant) but systematically better
in precision (i.e., the proportion of documents flagged that are in fact relevant). The
far bigger difference is efficiency: Compared to its conventional counterpart, TAR
achieves all of this at a fraction of the cost.25

Yet, TAR is not without controversy. Much of it stems from the fact that TAR, like
any machine learning system, is a socio-technical “assemblage,” not a turnkey
engine.26 Attorneys must label and re-label documents as the system works its way
toward a reliable model. An important implication is that, much like Colossus
(described below), TAR systems are manipulable by humans in their construction
and tuning.27 As Diego Zambrano and co-authors detail elsewhere in this volume,
this manipulation can run the gamut from outright abuse (e.g., fudging the labels
lawyers apply to document labels28 or rigging the selection, adjustment, or validation
of models29) to a more benign but still respondent-friendly calibration of the system

22 Engstrom & Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1048–49.
23 See David C. Blair & M. E. Maron, An Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness for a Full-Text

Document-Retrieval System, 28 Commc’ns ACM 289, 291 (1985); Lau & Lee, Technology-
Assisted Review, at 3.

24 See James I. Ham, Ethical Considerations Relating to Outsourcing of Legal Services by Law
Firms to Foreign Services Providers, 27 Pa. St. Int’l L. Rev. 323 (2008).

25 Engstrom & Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1052–54 (reviewing the evidence).
26 Mike Ananny & Kate Crawford, Seeing without Knowing: Limitations of the Transparency Ideal

and Its Application to Algorithmic Accountability, 20 New Media & Soc’y 983 (2016).
27 See Dana A. Remus, The Uncertain Promise of Predictive Coding, 99 Iowa L. Rev. 1691, 1707

(2014).
28 See id. (noting the possibility that lawyers will make aggressive relevance and privilege calls in

constructing seed sets, which are then applied at scale to the entire document corpus).
29 SeeMaura R. Grossman & Gordon V. Cormack, Comments on “The Implications of Rule 26(g)

on the Use of Technology-Assisted Review,” 7 Fed. Cts. L. Rev. 285 (2014). For a recent case
addressing this concern, see Livingston v. City of Chicago, No. 16 CV 10156, 2020WL 5253848,
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to favor precision (the proportion of responsive documents among those in a
production) over recall (the proportion of responsive documents identified).30 As a
result, and as discussed in more detail below, if litigation’s “haves” need not show
their work to the other side, they can shade discovery to their advantage and use their
better technology and technologists (if the other side can afford them at all) to make
sure it sticks.31

6.1.2 Colossus

For the nation’s casualty and property insurers, AI has not so much spawned new
litigation tools as supercharged those already in use. The best example is Colossus, a
proprietary computer software program marketed by Computer Science
Corporation (CSC) that “relies on 10,000 integrated rules” to assist insurance
companies – the ultimate repeat players – in the evaluation and resolution of bodily
injury claims.32 Initially developed in Australia and first used by Allstate in the 1990s,
Colossus has grown in popularity, such that it has been utilized by the majority of
large property and casualty insurers in the United States, including behemoths
Aetna, Allstate, Travelers, Farmers, and USAA.33

Colossus has radically changed the process of auto accident claims adjustment.
By extension, it has profoundly altered how the tens of thousands of third-party
bodily injury claims generated annually by American drivers, passengers, and ped-
estrians are processed and paid by US insurers.
Before Colossus, an experienced auto accident adjuster employed by Allstate or

USAA would have assessed a personal injury claim using rough benchmarks, in a

at *3 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 3, 2020) (“Plaintiffs express concern that the attorney reviewers will
improperly train the TAR tool by making incorrect responsiveness determinations or prema-
turely ending the review.”).

30 For accessible overview, see Maura R. Grossman & Gordon V. Cormack, Continuous Active
Learning for TAR, E-Discovery Bull., Apr./May 2016, at 32.

31 See Endo, Technological Opacity, at 863 (detailing how the “black-box” quality of predictive
coding makes it harder for less sophisticated litigants to challenge the predictive coding
process).

32 For initial background, see Herbert M. Kritzer, Defending Torts: What Should We Know? 1
J. Tort L. 1, 15 (2007). For the fact that Colossus “relies on 10,000 integrated rules,” see
Thomas Scheffey, Attack on Colossus, Conn. L. Trib., Mar. 19, 1999 (quoting Richard
J. Balducci).

33

Bruce A. Hagen, Karen K. Koehler & Michael D. Freeman, Litigating Minor Impact

Soft Tissue Cases § 1:2 (2020 ed.) (quoting the 2004 version of the CSC website); see also Joe
Frey, Putting a Price on Auto Injuries: How Software Called Colossus Evaluates Claimants’
Pain, Conn. L. Trib., Aug. 14, 2000. For a list of past or current users, see Mark Romano &

J. Robert Hunter, Consumer Fed’n Am., Low Ball: An Insider’s Look at How Some

Insurers Can Manipulate Computerized Systems to Broadly Underpay Injury Claims,

2, 2 n.7 (2012). For the fact that Colossus was “first used by Allstate in the 1990s,” see Melissa M.
D’Alelio & Taylore Karpa Schollard, Colossus and Xactimate: A Tale of Two AI Insurance
Software Programs, Brief, Winter 2020, at 20, 24.
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process that was more art than science. Namely, the adjuster would add up a victim’s
“special damages” (chiefly, the victim’s medical bills) and multiply those by a fixed
sum – often, two or three – to generate a default figure, called a “going rate” or “rule
of thumb.”34 Then, the adjuster would leaven that default figure with the adjuster’s
knowledge and past practice, perhaps informed by a review of recent trial verdict
reports, and possibly aided by “roundtabling” among the insurer’s veteran casualty
claims professionals.35

With Colossus, however, the same adjuster can now calculate a claim’s worth at a
keystroke, after plugging in answers to a series of fill-in-the-blank-style questions. Or,
as Colossus itself explains: “Through a series of interactive questions, Colossus
guides your adjusters through an objective evaluation of medical treatment options,
degree of pain and suffering, and the impact of the injury on the claimant’s
lifestyle.”36 To be sure, the data an adjuster must input in order to prime Colossus
to generate a damage assessment is voluminous and varied. When inputting a claim,
the adjuster accounts for obvious factors such as the date and location of the
accident, alongside the claimant’s home address, gender, age, verified lost wages,
documented medical expenses, nature of injury, diagnosis, and prognosis.
Treatment – including MRI or X-ray images, prescriptions, injections, hospital
admissions, surgeries, follow-up visits, and physical therapy – is also granularly
assessed.37 Then, against these loss variables, the adjuster must account for various
liability metrics. Fault (in all its common law complexity) is reduced to “clear” or
“unclear,” while the existence or nonexistence of “aggravating factors” (such as
driver inebriation) is also considered, and, in a nod to the tort doctrine of anticipa-
tory avoidable consequences, the adjuster must also input whether the claimant was
buckled up.38 Even the individual identity of the handling attorney, treating phys-
ician and/or chiropractor, and (if applicable) presiding judge is keyed in.39

34 See Gary T. Schwartz, Auto No-Fault and First-Party Insurance: Advantages and Problems, 73
S. Cal. L. Rev. 611, 635 (2000); Robin Stevenson Burroughs, When Colossus and Xactimate
Are Not Exact: How Computerized Claims Adjusting Software Has Not Changed the Landscape
of Insurance Litigation, 22 Info. & Commc’ns Tech. L. 109 (2013).

35 See generally H. Laurence Ross, Settled Out of Court: The Social Process of

Insurance Claims Adjustment (1980); see also Steven Plitt et al., Colossus under Attack:
The Legal Efficacy of Computerized Evaluation of Bodily Injury Claims, Cal. Ins. L. & Reg.

Rep., June 2007, at 1 (discussing roundtabling).
36 Colossus®, Evaluate Bodily Injury Claims with Consistency, https://www.dxc.technology/p_

and_c_general_insurance/offerings/26121/57637-colossus.
37

Romano & Hunter, An Insider’s Look, at 5–6.
38 Robert D. Bennett, How To Deal with Colossus, in 2 Ass’n Of Trial Lawyers of Am., Atla

Annual Convention Reference Materials: Motor Vehicle Collision, Highway, And Premises
Liability (2005). William F. Merlin Jr., Colossus: What We Know Today, 2002 ATLA-CLE 127

(2002); William Merlin, Maximizing Recovery in Colossus Claims, 14 Trial Excellence 7, 8,
11 (2002).

39 Bennett, How to Deal with Colossus; Mark Ballard, Allstate’s Master Plan? Major Insurer Is
Accused of Penalizing Claimants Who Dare Hire Attorneys, Nat’l L.J., Nov. 9, 1998.
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Once data entry is complete, Colossus assesses the claim in light of the enormous
pool of data in its master database to generate a “severity point total.”40 Then, aided
by particularized, proprietary information that is specific to each insurer (based on
each individual insurer’s “settlement philosophies and claims practice”41), Colossus
converts the point total into a recommended settlement range.42 Insurance adjusters
use this settlement range in their negotiations with unrepresented claimants or their
counsel. Indeed, at some insurers, adjusters are not permitted to offer a sum outside
the range, at least without a supervisor’s approval.43 At others, adjusters are evaluated
based on their ability to close files within Colossus-specified parameters.44 In so
doing, according to one insider: “Colossus takes the guess work out of an historically
subjective segment of the claims process, providing adjusters with a powerful tool for
improving claims valuation, consistency, increasing productivity and containing
costs.”45

Beyond these, allegations about further operational details abound. The most
common is that, when customizing the software (the proprietary process that
converts a “severity point total” into a settlement range), certain insurers “tune”
Colossus to “consistently spit out lowball offers.”46 Some insurers reportedly accom-
plish this feat by excluding from the database certain figures that, by rights, should
be included (e.g., large settlements or verdicts).47 Others get there, it is said,

40

Jay M. Feinman, Delay, Deny, Defend: Why Insurance Companies Don’t Pay Claims

and What You Can Do about It 116–17 (2010).
41 See Plitt et al., Colossus under Attack.
42 Colossus,® Evaluate Bodily Injury Claims with Consistency; accord Oakes v. Allstate Ins. Co.,

No. 5:05CV-174-R, 2008 WL 11363638, at *1 (W.D. Ky. Sept. 23, 2008); see, e.g., Mirville
v. Allstate Indem. Co., 87 F. Supp. 2d 1184, 1186 (D. Kan. 2000), aff’d sub nom., Mirville
v. Mirville, 10 F. App’x 640 (10th Cir. 2001) (“The Colossus program indicated that Marie
Mirville’s general damages were in the range of $1,076,720 to $1,345,900 and recommended a
settlement range of $942,130 to $1,211,310.”).

43 In re Farmers Ins. Exch. Claims Representatives’ Overtime Pay Litig., 336 F. Supp. 2d 1077,
1101 (D. Or. 2004), aff’d in part, rev’d in part and remanded sub nom., 481 F.3d 1119 (9th
Cir. 2007) (observing that, at Farmers, claims adjusters “must obtain supervisor approval to
settle a claim above the Colossus range”); accord Dougherty v. AMCO Ins. Co., No. C 07-
01140MHP, 2008WL 2563225, at *3 (N.D. Cal. June 23, 2008) (noting testimony by an adjuster
that he had no discretion to deviate from the Colossus settlement range without manager
permission).

44

Feinman, Delay, Deny, Defend, at 119 (citing a source that, at Allstate, Colossus’ recom-
mended settlement ranges were “etched in stone”); see alsoMerlin,Maximizing Recovery, at 8,
11; Chris Heeb, Commentary: Are You Colossus Proof? Mo. Laws. Wkly., July 24, 2006.

45

Hagen et al., Litigating Minor Impact Soft Tissue Cases, § 1:2 (quoting Ken Williams,
President of the Americans Division of CSC’s Financial Services Group).

46 In Tough Hands at Allstate, Bloomberg Businessweek (Apr. 30, 2006), https://www.bloomberg
.com/news/articles/2006-04-30/in-tough-hands-at-allstate; see also Romano & Hunter, An

Insider’s Look, at 7, 13; Feinman, Delay, Deny, Defend, at 124.
47 Dougherty, 2008WL 2563225, at *3 (“Neither jury verdicts, arbitration awards nor post-litigation

settlements were reflected in the Colossus analysis of settlement value.”); Jerry Guidera,
“Colossus” at the Accident Scene: Software of Insurers Spurs Suits, Wall St. J., Jan. 2, 2003
(reporting on the testimony of Linda Brown, a former Allstate senior claims manager, who
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simply by turning dials downward to generate across-the-board haircuts of 10–20
percent.48

As such, it appears that, in the hands of at least some insurers, Colossus has not
only rationalized the resolution of personal injury claims and injected newfound
objectivity, predictability, and horizontal equity into the claims resolution process. It
has also systematically cut claims – to the benefit of repeat-play insurers and the
detriment of their claimant-side counterparts.

6.1.3 The Walmart Suite

A third innovation combines elements of both TAR and Colossus. One exemplar
under this umbrella, which we dub “the Walmart Suite,” given its development by
Walmart in partnership with the law firm Ogletree Deakins and in concert with the
tech company LegalMation, seeks to rationalize recurrent areas of litigation (think,
employment disputes and slip-and-falls). It reportedly operates along two dimen-
sions.49 First, it reportedly generates pleadings and papers – including answers,
discovery requests, and discovery objections – thus cutting litigation costs.50 To that
extent, the Suite might be thought akin to TAR in its ability to perform low-level
legal cognitions and generate straightforward work product that previously required

testified “that she was instructed to omit jury awards and any settlements of more than $50,000
when helping to establish Colossus database in 1995 for Kentucky”).

48

Romano & Hunter, An Insider’s Look, at 13 (compiling evidence of this manipulation);
Feinman, Delay, Deny, Defend, at 117–18 (amassing testimony that paints a similar picture);
see also Paige St. John, How a Get-Tough Policy Lifted Allstate’s Profits, Sarasota Herald-

Trib., Apr. 26, 2008, at A1. But cf.Allstate Agrees to $10 Million Regulatory Settlement over
Bodily Injury Claims Handling Processes, N.Y. Dep’t Fin. Servs. (Oct. 18, 2010), https://perma
.cc/7ZCS-VW6S (concluding an investigation into Allstate, at the end of which Allstate agreed
to “make a number of changes to its claims handling process,” including vis-à-vis the com-
pany’s use and tuning of Colossus, while noting that the investigation uncovered “no systemic
underpayment of bodily injury claims”).

49 See Alan Bryan et al., Using A.I. to Digitize Lawsuits to Perform Actionable Data Analytics,
Corp. Legal Operations Consortium (May 15, 2019), https://perma.cc/B4C2-XY3K; see also
Brenna Goth, Walmart Using AI to Transform Legal Landscape, Cut Costs, Bloomberg L.

(Apr. 26, 2018), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/walmart-using-ai-to-trans
form-legal-landscape-cut-costs; Patricia Barnes, Artificial Intelligence Further Exacerbates
Inequality in Discrimination Lawsuits, Forbes (Aug. 26, 2019), https://www.forbes.com/sites/
patriciagbarnes/2019/08/26/artificial-intelligence-further-exacerbates-inequality-in-discrimin
ation-lawsuits/.

50 Press Release, Ogletree Deakins, Ogletree Deakins and LegalMation Announce Innovative
Partnership (Jan. 9, 2019), https://ogletree.com/media-center/press-releases/2019-01-09/ogletree-
deakins-and-legalmation-announce-innovative-partnership/. Using AI in Litigation—Thomas
Suh (LegalMation Co-Founder), Technically Legal Podcast (May 27, 2020), https://
tlpodcast.com/episode-33-using-ai-in-litigation-thomas-suh-legalmation-co-founder/;
LegalMation, Case Studies—Corporate In-House Case Study, www.legalmation.com/ (last
visited Apr. 10, 2022); Kate Beioley, Workplace Litigation: Why US Employers Are Turning to
Data, Fin. Times (Dec. 9, 2019), https://www.ft.com/content/865832b4-0486-11ea-a958-
5e9b7282cbd1.
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(human) lawyers. Second, and more provocatively, the Suite can evaluate key case
characteristics, including the identity of plaintiffs’ counsel, and then offer a predic-
tion about a case’s outcome and the likely expense Walmart will incur if the case is
litigated, rather than settled.51 The Suite thus seems to be a beefed-up Colossus, with
a focus on slip-and-falls and employment disputes rather than auto accidents.
The advantages of such tools are seemingly substantial. LegalMation reports that a

top law firm has used its tools to handle 5,000 employment disputes – and, in so doing,
the firm realized a six- to eight-fold savings in preparing pleadings and discovery
requests.52But these economies are only the beginning. Outcome prediction engines,
commonly referred to as the “holy grail” of legal tech,53 allow large entities facing
recurring types of litigation to quickly capitulate (via settlement) where plaintiffs have
the benefit of strong claims and talented counsel – and then battle to final judgment
where plaintiffs are saddled with weak claims or less-competent counsel. In so doing,
the Walmarts of the world can save today by notching litigation victories while
conserving litigation resources. But they can simultaneously position themselves over
the long haul, by skewing case outcomes, driving down damages, and pushing
precedent at the appellate level. We return to these advantages below.

6.2 the promise and peril of legal tech

Section 6.1 introduced three types of legal tools that have already entered the civil
justice system. These tools – TAR, Colossus, and the Walmart Suite – are hardly the
only legal tech applications dotting the American litigation landscape. But they help
to define it, and they also permit some informed predictions about legal tech’s effect
on the litigation playing field over the near- to medium-term.
Assessing these effects, this Section observes that TAR may help to level the

litigation playing field and could even bring greater transparency to discovery
disputes – although such a rosy result is by no means assured, and darker outcomes
are also possible. Meanwhile, Colossus and the Walmart Suite both seem poised to
drive case settlements downward and even fuel a dynamic we call the “litigation of
losers,” in part because the data stores that drive them are, at least currently, so
unevenly distributed.

51 See Bryan et al., Using A.I. to Digitize Lawsuits; see also Using AI in Litigation (describing tool
that combines case information with “law firms’ and corporate legal departments’ own billing
data and outcome data” to estimate outcomes and cost); Sean Christy, In Their Words: Using
Analytics and AI in Legal Practice, Ga. St. News Hub (Mar. 15, 2018), https://news.gsu.edu/
2018/03/15/in-their-words-using-analytics-and-ai-in-legal-practice/ (noting use of tool to predict
case length, likely cost, and outcome).

52 Case Studies – Large Firm Case Study, LegalMation, https://www.legalmation.com/)
(claiming a reduction in attorney time on pleadings and initial discovery “from an average of
6–8 hours per matter, to less than 1 hour (including review time by an attorney)”); see also
Barnes, Artificial Intelligence Further Exacerbates Inequality (describing case study).

53 Using AI in Litigation.
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6.2.1 TAR Wars: Proportionality and Discovery Abuse

For TAR, our appraisal is mixed – though the dynamics at play are not simple and
our predictions less than ironclad. That said, we predict that the next decade will
feature increasingly heated “TAR wars” waged on two fronts: proportionality and
discovery gaming and abuse. If, on each front, there is sufficient judicial oversight
(an admittedly big if ), TAR might usher in a new era, where discovery emerges
more efficient and transparent than before. But there is also the possibility that, like
Colossus and the Walmart Suite, TAR will tilt the playing field toward repeat-play
litigants. Here, we address these two fronts – and also these two divergent
possible outcomes.

Proportionality: Will TAR’s efficiencies justify more expansive discovery? Or will
these efficiencies yield a defendant-side surplus? Discovery has long been the 800-
pound gorilla in the civil justice system, accounting for as much as one-third to one-
half of all litigation costs in cases where discovery is actively employed.54 High
discovery costs, and the controversy surrounding those costs, have powered the
creation of numerous rules and doctrines that constrain discovery’s scope.55 One
such rule – and the one we address here – is the “proportionality” requirement, that
is, a requirement that a judge greenlight a discovery request only if the request is
“proportional” to a case’s particular needs.56

Applied to TAR, proportionality is tricky because TAR can yield gains in both
efficiency and accuracy. For a requesting party (typically, the plaintiff ), more
efficient review justifies more expansive review, including document requests that,
for instance, extend to a longer time horizon or to a wider net of document
custodians. For a producing party (typically the defendant), however, accuracy gains
mean that the requesting party will already get more relevant documents and fewer
irrelevant ones, even holding constant the number of custodians or the scope of the
search.57 In short, TAR generates a surplus in both efficiency and accuracy, and the
question becomes how best to allocate that surplus.58

Given these dynamics, judges might employ the proportionality principle in one
of two ways. Judges could recognize that the unit cost of discovery – the cost of each
produced document – has declined and compensate by authorizing the requesting

54 See Engstrom & Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1048–49.
55 See generally Brooke D. Coleman, The Efficiency Norm, 56 B.C. L. Rev. 1777 (2015) (describ-

ing various mechanisms).
56 Proportionality became part of the federal rules in 1983, but it was beefed up in 2006 and then

again in 2015. For discussion, see Paul W. Grimm, Are We Insane? The Quest for
Proportionality in the Discovery Rules of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 36 Rev. Litig.

117 (2017).
57 See Seth Katsuya Endo, Discovery Hydraulics, 52 U.C. Davis. L. Rev. 1317, 1354–55 (2019).
58 See Endo, Technological Opacity, at 855 (“Even assuming that predictive coding provides more

accurate and comprehensive results at a lower cost, it is not settled how the gains should be
distributed between the parties.”).
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party’s more expansive discovery plan. If so, the cost of each produced document will
drop, transparency into the underlying incident will (at least arguably) improve, and
the overall cost of discovery will remain (roughly) constant. Judges, however, might
take a different tack. Notwithstanding TAR’s efficiency advantages, judges might
deny requesting parties’ motions to permit more expansive discovery, thus holding
proportionality’s benchmarks firm. If so, TAR will cough up the same documents as
before, but at a discount.
If trial judges permit producing parties to capture TAR’s cost-savings without

compensating by sanctioning more sweeping discovery plans, the effect on civil
litigation, from the availability of counsel to settlement patterns, could be pro-
found.59 Lower total discovery costs, of course, might be a net social welfare gain.
After all, a core premise of proportionality rules is that litigation costs, particularly
discovery costs, are disproportionate to the social value of the dispute resolution
achieved, and scarce social resources might be better spent on other projects. But
shifts in discovery costs can also have distributive consequences. It is a core premise
of litigation economics that “all things being equal, the party facing higher costs will
settle on terms more favorable to the party facing lower costs.”60 If TAR causes
discovery costs to bend downward, TAR’s surplus – and, with it, any settlement
surplus – will systematically flow toward the net document producers (again,
typically, repeat-play defendants).61 Such an outcome would yield a tectonic shift
in the settlement landscape – hard to see in any particular case, but potentially quite
large in aggregate. It will be as if Colossus’ dials have been turned down.
The potential for abuse: TAR appears to be more susceptible to abuse than its

analog counterpart. How will judges respond? The second TAR battleground will be
discovery abuse and gaming. The fight will center on a core question: Can discovery
rules generate enough trust among litigants to support TAR’s continued propaga-
tion, while, at the same time, mitigating concerns about gaming and the distributive
concerns raised by such conduct?
Discovery abuse, of course, is not new. Nor is TAR uniquely vulnerable to

discovery abuse.62 Indeed, one of the easiest ways to manipulate a TAR system –

the deliberate failure to flag (or “label”) a plainly responsive document – is no
different from garden-variety discovery manipulation, in which lawyers simply omit
obviously responsive and damaging documents or aggressively withhold borderline
documents on relevance or privilege grounds. But, as Zambrano and co-authors
note in Chapter 5, there is nevertheless good reason to believe that TAR might be

59 Linda Sandstrom Simard, Seeking Proportional Discovery: The Beginning of the End of
Procedural Uniformity in Civil Rules, 71 Vand. L. Rev. 1919, 1948 (2018).

60 J. Maria Glover, The Federal Rules of Civil Settlement, 87 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1713, 1730 (2012).
61 Likewise, if judges hold the line on more expansive discovery, and TAR turns out to be more

efficient but only marginally more accurate than manual review, then TAR’s surplus – and,
once again, the settlement surplus – will flow toward net document producers.

62 Livingston v. City of Chicago, No. 16CV 10156, 2020WL 5253848, at *3 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 3, 2020).
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especially prone to abuse – and that is a very serious problem in a system already
steeped in mistrust.63

TAR’s particular vulnerability to abuse flows from four facts. First, TAR operates
at scale. In constructing a seed set, a single labeling decision could, in theory,
prevent an entire species of document from coming to light.64

Second, and relatedly, TAR can be implemented by small teams –much different
than the sprawling associate armies who previously performed eyes-on document
reviews in complex cases. This means that, in a TAR world, deliberate discovery
abuse requires coordination among a smaller set of actors. If discovery abusers can
be likened to a cartel, keeping a small team in line is far easier than ensuring that a
sprawling network of co-conspirators stays silent. Moreover, TAR leans on, not just
lawyers, but technologists – and, unlike the former, the latter might be less likely to
take discovery obligations seriously, as they are not regulated by rules of professional
conduct, need not participate in continuing legal education, and arguably have a
less socialized sense of duty to the public or the court.

Third, TAR methods may themselves be moving toward more opaque and harder-
to-monitor approaches. In its original guise – TAR 1.0 – lawyers manually labeled a
“seed set” to train the machine-learning model. With access to that “seed set,” a
litigation adversary could, in theory, reconstruct the other side’s work, identifying
calls that were borderline or seemed apt to exclude key categories of documents.
TAR 2.0, by contrast, starts with a small set of documents and uses machine learning
to turn up lists of other candidates, which are then labeled and fed back into the
system. TAR 2.0 thus renders seed set construction highly iterative – and, in so
doing, makes it harder for an adversary or adjudicator to review or reconstruct. TAR
2.0, to invoke a concept in a growing “algorithmic accountability” literature, may, as
a consequence, be less contestable by an adversary who suspects abuse.65

Fourth and finally, while TAR is theoretically available on both sides of the “v.,”
technical capacity is almost certainly unevenly distributed, since defense firms tend
to be larger than plaintiffs’ firms – and are more richly capitalized. With these
resource advantages, if defendants are tempted to engage in tech-driven litigation
abuse, they (and their stable of technologists) might be able to do so with
near impunity.

The tough question becomes: How should judges react, to safeguard the integrity
of discovery processes? Here, judges have no shortage of tools, but all have draw-
backs. Judges can, for example, compel the disclosure of a seed set, although such
disclosures are controversial, since the full seed set necessarily includes both

63 See Chapter 5 in this volume.
64 Remus, Uncertain Promise, at 1707.
65 Daniel N. Kluttz & Deirdre K. Mulligan, Automated Decision Support Technologies and the

Legal Profession, 34 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 853, 886 (2020) (discussing the concept).
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documents that lawyers labeled as relevant as well as those irrelevant to the claim.66

Meanwhile, disclosure of TAR inputs arguably violates the work product doctrine,
established in the Supreme Court’s 1947 decision in Hickman v. Taylor and since
baked into Rule 26(b)(3), which protects against disclosure of “documents and
tangible things that are prepared in anticipation of litigation.”67 And, a call for
wholesale disclosure – ever more “discovery about discovery” – seems poised to
erode litigant autonomy and can itself be a bare-knuckled litigation tactic, not a
good-faith truth-seeking device.
Worse, if analog discovery procedures are left to party discretion absent evidence

of specific deficiencies, but a party’s use of TAR automatically kicks off protracted ex
ante negotiations over protocols or onerous back-end “report card” requirements
based on various quality-control metrics, there is the ever-present risk that this
double standard will cause parties to throw up their hands. To the extent TAR’s
benefits are overshadowed by expensive process-oriented disputes, investment in
TAR will eventually stall out, depriving the system of its efficiencies.68 Yet, the
opposite approach is just as, if not more, worrisome. If judges, afraid of the above, do
not act to police discovery abuse – and this abuse festers – they risk eroding the
integrity of civil discovery and, by extension, litigants’, lawyers’, and the public’s faith
in civil litigation.
Time will tell if judges can steer between these possibilities. But if they can, then

out of these two gloomy visions comes a glimmer of light. If judges can help mint
and then judiciously apply evenhanded protocols in TAR cases, then perhaps the
system could end up better off than the analog system that TAR will steadily eclipse.
Civil discovery could be one of those areas where, despite AI’s famous “black box”
opacity, digitization yields a net increase in transparency and accountability.69

6.2.2 Colossus and the Walmart Suite: The Litigation of Losers

When it comes to the slant of the civil justice system, an assessment of the likely
effect of Colossus and the Walmart Suite is more dour.
Colossus: Reduction via brute force. The impact of Colossus on the civil justice

system seems fairly clear and not particularly contingent. Colossus’ advent has
certain undeniable benefits, injecting newfound predictability, consistency, object-
ivity, and horizontal equity into the claims resolution process. It has also, probably,

66 Aurora Coop. Elevator Co. v. Aventine Renewable Energy–Aurora W., LLC, No. 4:12CV230,
2015 WL 10550240, at *2 (D. Neb. Jan. 6, 2015).

67

Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3). For discussion of whether seed sets are protected work product, see
Engstrom & Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1077–86.

68 See Christine Payne & Michelle Six, A Proposed Technology-Assisted Review Framework,
Law360 (Apr. 28, 2020), https://www.law360.com/articles/1267032/a-proposed-technology-
assisted-review-framework.

69 For an analogous argument in the area of algorithmic bias, see Jon Kleinberg et al.,
Discrimination in the Age of Algorithms, 10 J. Legal Analysis 113 (2019).
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reduced the monies paid for fraudulent or “built” claims,70 as well as the odds that
claim values will be influenced by improper factors (racial bias, for example).71

Finally, it has, possibly, driven down the driving public’s insurance premiums –
though there’s little reliable evidence on the point.

But, alongside these weighty advantages, it does seem that Colossus has also
reduced claim payments quite significantly, using something like brute force.
When Allstate rolled out a new Colossus-aided claims program for Allstate with
the help of McKinsey & Co., the consulting firm’s stated goal was to “establish[ ] a
new fair market value” for such injuries.72 It appears that that aim was achieved.
A later McKinsey review of Allstate found: “The Colossus sites have been extremely
successful in reducing severities, with reductions in the range of 20 percent for
Colossus-evaluated claims.”73 Nor was this dynamic confined, necessarily, to
Allstate. Robert Dietz, a fifteen-year veteran of Farmer’s Insurance has explained,
for example: “My vast experience in evaluating claims was replaced by values
generated by a computer. More often than not, these values were not representative
of what I had experienced as fair and reasonable.”74

The result is that, aided by Colossus, insurance companies are offering less to
claimants for comparable injuries, on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. And, though one-shot
personal injury (PI) lawyers could call insurance companies’ bluff and band together
to reject these Colossus-generated offers en masse, in the past two decades,
they haven’t.

Their failure to do so should not be surprising. Given persistent collective action
problems and yawning information asymmetries (described in further detail below),
one would not expect disaggregated PI lawyers, practicing alone or in small firms, to
mount a coordinated and muscular response, especially since doing so would mean
taking a significant number of claims to trial, which poses many well-known and
formidable obstacles. For instance, some portion of PI lawyers operate in law firms
(called “settlement mills”) and do not, in fact, have the capacity to take claims to
trial.75 Second, many auto accident claimants need money quickly and do not have
the wherewithal to wait out attendant trial delays. And third, all PI lawyers are
attuned to the stubborn economics of auto accident litigation: As of 2005, the
median jury trial award in an auto case was a paltry $17,000, which would yield
only about $5,500 in contingency fees, a sum that is simply too meager to justify

70 Nora Freeman Engstrom, Retaliatory RICO and the Puzzle of Fraudulent Claiming, 115 Mich.

L. Rev. 639, 676 (2017) (discussing Colossus’ salutary fraud-fighting capabilities).
71 Burroughs, When Colossus and Xactimate Are Not Exact, at 109 (observing that the shift “away

from actual price checking might eliminate some possible human bias”).
72 St. John, How a Get-Tough Policy Lifted Allstate’s Profits, at A1.
73

Feinman, Delay, Deny, Defend, at 120.
74 Id. at 9.
75 See Nora Freeman Engstrom, Run-of-the-Mill Justice, 22 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 1485, 1495–98

(2009).
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frequent trials against well-financed foes.76 This last point was not lost on McKinsey,
which, in a presentation to Allstate, encouraged: “Win by exploiting the economics
of the practice of law.”77

The Walmart Suite and the litigation of losers. The Walmart Suite illustrates
another dynamic, which we dub the “litigation of losers.” In the classic article, Why
the Haves Come Out Ahead, Marc Galanter presciently observed that repeat-players
could settle out bad cases “where they expected unfavorable rule outcomes” and
litigate only the good ones that are “most likely to produce favorable results.” Over
time, he concluded, “we would expect the body of ‘precedent’ cases, that is, cases
capable of influencing the outcome of future cases – to be relatively skewed toward
those favorable to [repeat players].”78

The Walmart Suite shows that Galanter’s half-century-old prediction is coming to
pass, fueled by AI-based software he couldn’t have imagined.79 And, we anticipate,
this isn’t the end of it. In recurring areas of litigation, we are likely to see increasingly
sophisticated outcome prediction tools that will draw ever-tighter uncertainty bands
around anticipated outcomes. Like the Walmart Suite, these tools are reliant on
privileged access to confidential claim settlement data, which only true repeat
players will possess.
The effect of this evolution is profound, for, as outcome prediction tools percolate

(at least in the hands of repeat defendants/insurers), only duds will be litigated – and
this “litigation of losers” will skew – indeed, is almost certainly already skewing – the
development of substantive law. The skew will happen because conventional
wisdom, at least, holds that cases settle in the shadow of trial – which means that,
to the extent trial outcomes tilt toward defendants, we would expect that settlements,
too, will display a pro-defendant slant.80 Damages will also be affected. To offer but
one concrete example, in numerous states, a judge evaluates whether damages are
“reasonable” by assessing what past courts have awarded for similar or comparable

76 For the $16,000 figure, see Langton & Cohen, Civil Bench and Jury Trials in State

Courts, at 10. For further discussion of the economics that constrain auto accident litigation,
see Engstrom, Run-of-the-Mill Justice, at 1495–98.

77 St. John, How a Get-Tough Policy Lifted Allstate’s Profits, at A1.
78 Galanter, Why the Haves Come Out Ahead, at 101.
79 The litigation of losers can also take more analog forms. Consider Allstate. In the mid-1990s,

Allstate changed its treatment of minor impact soft-tissue claims (MIST for short) sustained in
auto accidents, declaring that, particularly when those claims were accompanied by “vehicle
damage of less than $1,000,” “[a] compromise settlement is not desired.” Feinman, Delay,

Deny, Defend, at 96–99 (quoting an Allstate Claims Manual); Ballard, Allstate’s Master Plan?
By withholding reasonable settlement offers, the insurer forced more soft-tissue claims to trial
and, in so doing, caused plaintiffs’ counsel to think twice before accepting clients with such
injuries. See Engstrom, Run-of-the-Mill Justice, at 1542 n. 349; Michael Maiello, So Sue Us,
Forbes, (Feb. 7, 2000), https://www.forbes.com/forbes/2000/0207/6503060a.html?sh=
68b803f62b04.

80 See Robert H. Mnookin & Lewis Kornhauser, Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case
of Divorce, 88 Yale L.J. 950, 968 (1979).
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injuries.81 To the extent the repository of past damages reflects damages plaintiffs
have won while litigating weak or enfeebled claims, that repository will, predictably,
bend downward, creating a progressively more favorable damages environment
for defendants.

To be sure, there are caveats and counter-arguments. Models of litigation bar-
gaining suggest that a defendant with privileged information will sometimes have
incentives to share that information with plaintiffs in order to avoid costly and
unnecessary litigation and achieve efficient settlements.82 Additionally, while repeat
players have better access to litigation and settlement data, even one-shotters don’t
operate entirely in the dark.83 But a simple fact remains: Even a slow burn of
marginally better information, and marginally greater negotiation leverage, can have
large aggregate effects across thousands and even millions of cases.

6.3 what to do?

As the litigation playing field tilts under legal tech’s weight, there are some possible
responses. Below, we start by briefly sketching three possible reforms that are facially
plausible but, nevertheless, in our view, somewhat infeasible. Then, we offer a less
attractive option – judicial discretion applied to existing procedural rules – as the
most likely, though bumpy, path forward.

6.3.1 Plausible but Unlikely Reforms

Rewrite substantive or procedural law. First, we could respond to the skew that legal tech
brings by recalibrating substantive law. Some combination of state and federal courts and
legislatures could, for example, relax liability standards (for instance, making disparate
impact job discrimination easier to prove), loosen restrictions on punitive damages,
repeal damage caps, return to a world of joint and several liability, restore aider-and-
abettor liability, abolish qualified immunity, and resurrect the collateral source rule.

Whatever the merit of a substantive law renaissance, we are, however, quite
bearish on the possibility, as the obstacles blocking such an effort are formidable
and, over the near- to medium-term, overwhelming. Substantive laws are sticky and

81 E.g., Arpin v. United States, 521 F.3d 769, 776 (7th Cir. 2008) (demanding that trial courts
“consider[ ] awards in similar cases” when assessing non-economic damages under the Federal
Tort Claims Act); Dougherty v. WCA of Florida, LLC, No. 01-2017-CA-001288, 2019 WL
691063, at *5 (Fla. Cir. Ct. Jan. 29, 2019) (remitting the plaintiff’s award because the $12.5
million award did not bear “a reasonable relationship to . . . the general trend of prior decisions
in similar cases”); Rozmarin v. Sookhoo, 102 N.Y.S.3d 67, 71 (App. Div. 2019) (noting that
recent awards, though not binding, can “guide and enlighten” the court).

82 Engstrom & Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1074–75.
83 See Ben Depoorter, Law in the Shadow of Bargaining: The Feedback Effect of Civil

Settlements, 95 Cornell L. Rev. 957, 965–74 (2010) (outlining certain information on
settlements that is available, notwithstanding data limitations and confidentiality provisions).
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salient, especially in a political system increasingly characterized by polarization and
legislative gridlock.84 Even in less-polarized subfederal jurisdictions, it would be
hard to convince state legislators and (often elected) judges to enact sweeping
reforms without strong support from a public that often clings to enduring but often
misguided beliefs about “jackpot justice” and frivolous claiming.85

Nor are federal courts, or a Supreme Court, newly stocked with Trump-era
appointees, likely to help; to the contrary, they are likely to place barriers in front
of litigation-friendly legislative efforts.86 And procedural rules, though less politically
salient, will also be hard to change, particularly at the federal level given the
stranglehold of conservative judges and defense-side lawyers on the process of
court-supervised rulemaking.87

Democratize the data. Second, we could try to recalibrate the playing field by
expanding litigants’ access to currently confidential data. As it stands, when it comes
to data regarding the civil justice system, judges, lawyers, litigants, and academics
operate almost entirely in the dark. We do not know how many civil trials are
conducted each year. We don’t know how many cases go to trial in each case
category. And, we don’t know – even vaguely – the outcome of the trials that do take
place.88 Furthermore, even if we could know what happens at trial (which we don’t)
or what happens after trial (which we don’t), that still wouldn’t tell us much about
the much larger pool of claims that never make it to trial and instead are resolved
consensually, often before official filing, by civil settlements.
This is crucial, for without information about those millions of below-the-radar

settlements, the ability to “price” a claim – at least to “price” a claim using publicly
available data, approaches zero. As Stephen Yeazell has aptly put it:

[I]n the U.S. at the start of the twenty-first century, citizens can get reliable pricing
information for almost any lawful transaction. But not for civil settlements. We can
quickly find out the going price of a ten-year old car, of a two-bedroom apartment, or
a souvenir of the last Superbowl, but one cannot get a current “market” quote for a
broken leg, three weeks of lost work, and a lifetime of residual restricted mobility. Nor
for any of the other 7 million large or the additional 10 million smaller civil claims
filed annually in the United States. We simply do not know what these are worth.89

84

Solutions to Political Polarization in America (Nathaniel Persily ed., 2015).
85 Coleman, The Efficiency Norm, at 1784–85 (tracing shifts in “cultural attitudes about

litigation”).
86

Burbank & Farhang, Rights and Retrenchment.
87 Id.
88 For these and other deficiencies, see Chapter 16 in this volume; Lahav & Siegelman, The

Curious Incident of the Falling Win Rate, at 1375; Nora Freeman Engstrom, Measuring
Common Claims about Class Actions, Jotwell (Mar. 16, 2018), https://torts.jotwell.com/meas
uring-common-claims-about-class-actions/.

89 Stephen C. Yeazell, Transparency for Civil Settlements: NASDAQ for Lawsuits?, in
Confidentiality, Transparency, and the U.S. Civil Justice System 148–49 (Joseph W.
Doherty et al. eds., 2012).
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Recognizing this gap, Computer Sciences Corp. (the maker of Colossus) and
Walmart and its tech and BigLaw collaborators are working to fill it. But, they have
filled it for themselves – and, in fact, they have leveraged what amounts to their near-
total monopoly on settlement data to do so. Indeed, some insurers’ apparent ability
to “tune” Colossus rests entirely on the fact that plaintiffs cannot reliably check
insurance companies’ work – and so insurers can, at least theoretically, “massage”
the data with near impunity.

Seeing the status quo in this light, of course, suggests a solution: We could try to
democratize the data. Taking this tack, Yeazell has advocated for the creation of
electronic databases whereby basic information about settlements – including, for
instance, the amount of damages claimed, the place suit was filed, and the ultimate
settlement amount – would be compiled and made accessible online.90 In the same
vein, one of us has suggested that plaintiffs’ attorneys who work on a contingency fee
basis and seek damages in cases for personal injury or wrongful death should be
subject to significant public disclosure requirements.91

Yet, as much as democratizing the data sounds promising, numerous impedi-
ments remain – some already introduced above. The first is that many “cases” are
never actually cases at all. In the personal injury realm, for example, the majority of
claims – in fact, approximately half of claims that involve represented claimants – are
resolved before a lawsuit is ever filed.92 Getting reliable data about these settlements
is exceptionally difficult. Next, even when cases are filed, some high proportion of
civil cases exit dockets via an uninformative voluntary dismissal under Rule 41 or its
state-level equivalents.93 Those filings, of course, may be “public,” but they reveal
nothing about the settlement’s monetary terms.94 Then, even on those relatively rare
occasions when a document describing the parties’ terms of settlement is filed with
the court, public access remains limited. Despite a brewing “open court data”
movement, court records from the federal level on down sit behind “walls of cash
and kludge.”95 Breaking through – and getting meaningful access even to what is
“public” – is easier said than done.

90 Id. at 153–61.
91 Nora Freeman Engstrom, Sunlight and Settlement Mills, 86 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 805, 866–68

(2011).
92 See Deborah R. Hensler et al., Compensation for Accidental Injuries in the United

States 121–22 (1991); Stephen Daniels & Joanne Martin, It Was the Best of Times, It Was the
Worst of Times: The Precarious Nature of Plaintiffs’ Practice in Texas, 80 Tex. L. Rev. 1781, 1789
tbl.4 (2002).

93 Compounding the problem, some settlements are shielded by strict confidentiality provisions.
For a discussion, see Nora Freeman Engstrom, Legal Ethics: The Plaintiffs’ Lawyer

291–92 (2022).
94 Yeazell, Transparency for Civil Settlements, at 149.
95 See Chapters 14 and 16 in this volume. For “cash and kludge,” see Charlotte S. Alexander &

Mohammad Javad Feizollahi, On Dragons, Caves, Teeth, and Claws: Legal Analytics and the
Problem of Court Data Access, in Computational Legal Studies: The Promise and

Challenge of Data-Driven Research (Ryan Whalen ed., 2020).
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“Public option” legal tech. A third unlikely possibility is “public option” legal tech.
Perhaps, that is, the government could fund the development of legal tech tools and
make them widely available.
When it comes to TAR, public option legal tech is not hard to imagine. Indeed,

state and federal judiciaries already feature magistrate judges who, on a day-to-day
basis, mainly referee discovery disputes. It may only be a small step to create
courthouse e-discovery arms, featuring tech-forward magistrate judges who work
with staff technologists to perform discovery on behalf of the parties.
Public option outcome-prediction tools that can compete with Colossus or the

Walmart Suite are harder to imagine. Judges, cautious Burkeans even compared to
the ranks of lawyers from which they are drawn, are unlikely to relax norms of
decisional independence or risk any whiff of prejudgment anytime soon. The bigger
problem, however, will be structural, not just legal-cultural. The rub is that, like one-
shot litigants and academics, courts lack access to outcome data that litigation’s
repeat players possess. Short of a sea change in the treatment of both pre- and post-
suit secret settlements, courts, no less than litigation’s have-nots, will lack the infor-
mation needed to power potent legal tech tools.96

6.3.2 Slouching Toward Equity: Judicial Procedural Management
with an Eye to Technological Realities

Given the above obstacles, the more likely (though perhaps least attractive) outcome
is that judges, applying existing procedural rules, will be the ones to manage legal
tech’s incorporation into the civil justice system. And, as is often the case, judges will
be asked to manage this tectonic transition with few rules and limited guidance,
making it up mostly as they go.
The discussion of TAR’s contingent future, set forth above in Part 6.2.2 offers a

vivid depiction of how courts, as legal tech’s frontline regulators, might do so
adeptly; they might consider on-the-ground realities when addressing and applying
existing procedural doctrines. But the TAR example also captures a wider truth
about the challenges judges will face. As already noted, legal tech tools that cut
litigation costs and hone information derive their value from their exclusivity – the
fact that they are possessed by only one side. It follows that the procedural means
available to judges to blunt legal tech’s distributive impacts will also reduce the tools’
value and, at the same time, dull incentives for litigants to adopt them, or tech
companies to develop them, in the first instance. As a result, disparate judges
applying proportionality and work product rules in individual cases will, inevitably,

96 This, of course, doesn’t preclude other ways courts might gain access to needed digital outputs.
One can readily imagine judges, over staunch work-product objections, demanding that a party
seeking to transfer venue provide the court with its software’s outcome prediction in order to
test the party’s claim that the transferee court offers only greater “convenience.” See Engstrom
& Gelbach, Legal Tech, at 1070.
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in the aggregate, create innovation policy. And, for better or worse, they will make
this policy without the synoptic view that is typically thought essential to making
wise, wide-angle judgments.

Judicial management of legal tech’s incorporation into the civil justice system will
require a deft hand and a thorough understanding of changing on-the-ground
realities. To offer just one example: As noted above, discovery cost concerns have
fueled the creation of a number of doctrines that constrict discovery and, in so
doing, tend to make life harder for plaintiffs. These include not just Rule 26’s
“proportionality” requirement (described above), but also a slew of other tweaks
and outright inventions, noted previously, from tightened pleading standards to
court-created Lone Pine orders that compel plaintiffs to offer extensive proof of their
claims, sometimes soon after filing.

Undergirding all these restrictive doctrines is a bedrock belief: that discovery is
burdensome and too easily abused, so much so that it ought to be rationed and
rationalized. Yet, as explained above, TAR has the potential to significantly reduce
the burden of discovery (particularly, as noted above, if more expansive discovery,
which might offset certain efficiency gains, is not forthcoming). As such, TAR, at
least arguably, will steadily erode the very foundation on which Twombly, Iqbal, and
Lone Pine orders rest – and this newly unsettled foundation might, therefore,
demand the reexamination of those doctrines. As judges manage the incorporation
of potent new legal tech tools into the civil justice system, we can only hope that
they will exhibit the wisdom to reconsider, where relevant, this wider landscape.

6.4 conclusion

This chapter has argued that the civil justice system sits at a contingent moment, as
new digital technologies are ushered into it. While legal tech will bring many
benefits and may even help to level the playing field in certain respects, some of
the more potent and immediately available tools will likely tilt the playing field,
skewing it ever further toward powerful players. One can imagine numerous fixes,
but the reality is that, in typical common law fashion, the system’s future fairness will
depend heavily on the action of judges, who, using an array of procedural rules built
for an analog era will, for better or worse, make it up as they go. We’re not confident
about the results of that process. But the future fairness of a fast-digitizing civil justice
system might just hinge on it.
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